Super widescreen introduction film in 10 languages
Start your tour in our widescreen theatre in the Gjøa-building. Enjoy the 12-minute introduction to polar history and a spectacular northern lights footage. Turn the knob to choose among the 10 languages. The show runs every 15 minutes all day.

The Gjøa Building
Our second building houses Gjøa – the first ship through the Northwest Passage – and many new exhibitions. Enter downstairs through our own Northwest Passage, learning about the 400 years it took to find this elusive sea route.

Trapped in Ice
Enter our polar expedition simulator. What happens when a ship is caught in the ice and slowly ground to pieces?
Warning: Moving floor, freezing cold and ice.

Framheim Café
Enjoy hot and cold drinks and a freshly made sandwich in our café Framheim – inspired by Roald Amundsen’s wintering hut in the Antarctic. Outside terrace area in the Spring/Summer. We also offer free Wi-Fi in the café area.
We recommend starting the exploration in the cinema (N). All translations are available on touch screens in the exhibitions.